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North Dakota takes a serious hit under President Bill Clinton's plan to
lower the deficit. raise taxes and stimulate the economy, but that should
hardly com e as a surprise.
Any defi cit plan. be it Republican or
Democratic. was going to hurt North
Dakota because the state depends
heavily on federal funding - that is.
deficit spending. (Federal funds represent 37 percent of the state's $3 .3 billion combined budget for 1993-95.)
It' that dependen cy that made Sen .
Qu ntin Burdick's pork-barreling o
important for the state. but a new e ra
has arrived.
To mak any impact and be taken
as se rious. a deficit-reduction program had to cut agricultural subsidies, a mainstay of North Dakota's
economy. The bif impact will be put
off until the farm bill is rewritten in
1995. when so-called program crops.
including wheat. will be reviewed. But
Clinton ·s plan still contained some
old favorites of deficit cutters from
non-ag states, such as higher grazing
fees on federal land.
Certainly the Rural Electrification
Administration was bound to be a target. Clinton 's rural background notwithstanding. 1\velve years ago, President Ronald Reagan proposed
killing the REA, saying it had outlived
its original purpose. 60 Minutes and
Prime Time have picked the REA as a
prime example of government waste.
so Clinton's cutback on low-interest
loans could have been more painful.
The biggest hit comes from Clinton 's proposed Btu tax, but again, an
energy surcharge of some sort was inevitable. Clinton campaigned on conservation. and, along with environmentalist VP Al Gore, favored
natural gas over coal as a clean-bur-
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Deficit reduction
hits hard in N.D.
State's dependence
on federal funding
makes it vulnerable
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may sell even
if N.D. doesn't
like it much

ning powe r source. The Btu tax is a
way to punish coal.
Farmers now face huge Increase in
operating costs. and the state's many
long-distance drivers can expect
higher prices at the fu el pump. The
lignite industry and electrical utilities are sweating. Heating costs will
go up.
At least North Dakota won 't suffer
the more dramatic impact of a carbon
tax. based on how much carbon dioxide a fuel produces.
The state ·s congressional delegation. particularly Sen. Kent Conrad, helped dissuade Clinton's budget mavens from Gore ·s favorite tax.
Conrad will become a player as
Clinton ·s package moves through
Congress. in part be au e of his reputation for worrying about the deficit.
His Finan e Com mitt e will con ide r
most of its component . and the Budget Committee will handle the final
reconciliation bill.

Despite his loss last November In North Dakota. Gov. Bill
Clinton's presidential campaign
outworked and outorganlzed
President George Bush here.
Clinton's selllng ofhts economic plan looks a lot like the
campaign, suggesting that his
package might win a national
victory while still turning off
North Dakotans.
The night of his speech to Congress. the Democratic National
Committee aggressively encouraged a speech-watching party at
the Kennedy Center in Bismarck. Attendance was about 20
or so. and one print reporter
turned up, a virtual replay of a
debate watchin~ party in Gov.
George Sinners house last October.
John Spitzer, a Clinton ampalgn aide. made sure to get
names so there could be followup contacts, the idea being the
campaign-like use of surrogates
to spread the president's message.
In North Dakota and elsewhere, Clinton held an advantage by limiting the amount of
information available to criticize. When Republican Gov. Ed
Schafer held a news conference
the day after the address, he was
forced to speak in generalities.
John Dwyer, the director of
the Lignite Energy Council, and
Kent Janssen of the Great
Plains synfuel plant. based their
criticisms of an energy tax on a
one-page fact sheet.
GOP Chairman Kevin Cramer
is planning a fund-raising letter
taking Clinton to task, but in
North Dakota, the president's
biggest weakness lies in the cutting of agricultural subsidies.
Republicans find that a difficult
area to take advantage of, beR~~~
~1t_~ImffiffY's
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Furthermore. Senate Democrats appear to be where the best potential for
change lies. because - as the Wall
Street Journal noted - they don't
owe Clinton anything. For example.
Sen. Bennett Johnson, D-L.A.. is
pushing a broad-based national sales
tax as a possible replacement for the
Btu charge. a move embraced by the
energy industry. (The Lignite Energy
Council's John Dwyer acknowledged
that it's odd for the industry to be promoting new taxes, but the alternative
is unpleasant.)
One bright spot was the apparent
survival of the Grand Forks and Minot
Air Force bases. The base closure list
can change, but. for now. the North
Dakota facilities are not on it.
But consider the possibility that. after political interests force Clinton to
scale back some of his cuts, he'll look
to other areas for more reductions . . .
areas like defense. It wouldn't take JH
much for the Pentagon or Congress to
1 _ _ __,
add a few more bases to the list.
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Human services: A mess
or just a political football?
The questions of the day: Was the
audit of the Department of Human
Services politically molivated. designed to discredit the past administration so Gov. Ed Schafer and his
Republican minions could reshape
the agency to their own liking? And ,
does releasing the unfavorable findings make it easier to cut back on
spending for human serives?
A lot of Democrats think the answers are yes. and so do some midlevel people within the department.
Schafer released preliminary findings that indicated serious mismanagement. including the inability to
docum nt "journal voucher " used to
get federal payments. If the failings
hold out in the final audit, the state
might have to repay the Department
of Health and Human Servi es some
$25 million. Schafer said.
Critics of the preliminary audit's release can make a case that politics
governed it. The argument goes something like this:
• Preliminary results are never released. because there's bound to be
damning holes that will be filled
later. So why were they this time,
right before H.C. "Bud" Wessman
took over the department? Isn't it convenient that the final results aren't
due until late April. after the Legislature adjourns?
• The office of Republican Auditor
Bob Peterson stuck it to the Democratic secretary of state. Jim Kusler,
by tim ing the release of an unnatterlng report for the week befor the last
leclion . 1 arly. parti an pollti
played a role then. just like now.
• Gordy Smith, the plain-spoken
state audit manager, is married to
Arvy Smith, the Office of Management and Budget's analyst who oversees human services. Sen. Dan Wogsland, D-Hannaford. thinks there's
something fishy about the connection.
• Schafer made a big fuss about
the $11 million in Medicaid overpayments to hospitals, when, in fact, the
situation was well known and simply
subject to ongoing disagreement. This
is the latest kind of overreaction for
political reasons.
Now. the counterarguments:
• Results were released because
Rep. Rae Ann Kelsch, R-Mandan,
asked for them after lawmakers could
not get information they needed to
make decisions. Schafer released
them because the Legislature had to
take the serious facts into acount.
• There's no magic file that will
clean up the mess in human services.
even if the journal vouchers are ac-

Strinden says
more is needed
to streamline
human services
The troubles at the Department
of Human Services call for a little
look at history. The consolidation
of various services in one department was the proje t of former
House leader Rep. Earl Strinden,
R-Grand Forks. who got the Legislature to start co nsidering it in
1971.
After years of studies and politicking. the 1981 Legislature finally passed it. GOP Gov. Allen Olson had just come into office. and
Republicans controlled both
houses. so the merger was politically possible.
The new department combined
all the functions of the appointive
state Social Services Board with
numerous Health Department operations: the State Hospital , division of mental health and retardation. State Council on
Developmental Disabilities, and alcohol and drug-abuse programs.
The legislation also brought together regional mental health and
retardation units with area social
service enter . in keeping with the
1979 law requiring collocation.
Strinden· bill furth r turned

counted for. For example. the computer error that dropped the sixth
digit in reimbursements to out-ofstate service providers has already occurred. potentially forcing the state to
come up with hundreds of thousands
in past-due payments. Budget reports
to 0MB were woefully incomplete,
and nothing can change that now.
• Besides. a 1991 audit made some
generalized points about bad management that were simply played out in
the latest report. A separate performance audit talked about serious
problems of miscommunication. also
reflected in the preliminary audit.
• Kusler was the source of his own
problems. and the audit was due for
release. It was Democratic Lt. Gov.
Lloyd Omdahl who tried to delay the
meeting of the Legislative Audit and

county ocial ervice boards into
purely advisory bodies. and counties lost their . 75 mill levy to fund
the programs. Democrats complained that the change weakened
local control. State employees protested any threat to their programs.
arguing that they were so specialized a merger would detract from
their expertise and efficiency: Strinden characterized them as interests from within the "entrenched
bureaucracy."
So. in retrospect. was the merger
the right thing to do?
Absolutely. Strinde n says. although it has not been as sue essful as he would have hoped . "I fe l
it mu t become much more streamlined. " he told The Intelligencer.
" We have not reached our ultimate
goal. and that is to have a one- top
ce nter in various areas of the
state."
Without a merger, there would
have been continuing lack of communication , bureaucratic redundancies and outbreaks of empire
building, Strinden contends.
Gov. Ed Schafer sounds a similar note. saying the mer~er w~s not
implemented correctly. We either
have to bring (administration) und r control with the superagency or
look at downsizing it. making it a
little smaller ...
S hafer said the problems of the
large agency did not scare him
away from con idering a ombined
Comm rce Department to handle
economi dev lopm nt efforts.

Fis al Review Committee until after
the election. Also. Bob Peterson has
never been political.
• Smith wasn't even involved when
the routine audits got started. He's
come in now only because he oversees the audit of federal moneys. The
argument about spousal connections
is a red herring. especially since Arvy
Smith was hired under George Sinner's administration.
• The $11 million was and is a serious matter that Sinner didn't know
about. so obviously there were problems in human services.
Probable truth: Schafer's release of
the results was designed for prime political impact, but the case is weak for
imputing partisan politics into the
original audit.
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DeIDocrats gunning for Schafer salaries
c H eutalk

As oon as Gov. Ed Schafer's cabinet i rounded out. legi !alive De mocrats are going to upbraid him for offering fat-cat salaries in tead of
spending on human services or education.
The Senate caucus is compiling the
dollar figures. and the final result is
bound to be a potent. if simplistic. political weapon .
Schafer has been generous. Newly
appointed health officer Dr. Jon Rice
of Grand Forks will make $110.000.
$20.000 more than his predecessor.
Dr. Robert Wentz. H.C. "Bud" Wessman, head of human services. earns
$15,000 more than his predecessor.
Diane Alm, director of workers compensation, earns $60.000. compared
with the $42.048 made by Helen
Tracy, Gov. George Sinner's bureau
chief.
Deborah Painte, the reappointed
director of the Indian Affairs Commissioner. received the largest percentage increase. going from her
$28.480 under Sinner to $43 ,000 annually under Schafer. She won 't be
the focus of Democratic criticism .
since beating up on American Indians
is impolitic.
Schafer's response will focus on
qualifications: as a lawyer with an insurance background. Alm is more
qualified than Tracy. for example.
And it's widely accepted that a higher
salary was needed to attract a qualified private-sector doctor for health
officer.
And Schafer is paying some cabinet
officials less than Sinner. Notably.
ED&F Director Chuck Stroup earns
$80,000. a quarter less than the
$106,000 in salary and car allowance
made by Mitchell "Mick" Bohn.
Nevertheless. comparing Wessman's $15.000 salary hike to the
likely cuts in Medicaid makes for
good politics.

Prosecutorial politics
There 's some talk that the federal
prosecutor's job will go Julie Erjavic,
the director of central legal research
at the UNO Law School. Erjavec ran a
mediocre campaign against Leo Reinbold for the PSC last fall. From the
White House's perspective. however,
she makes an appealing choice. particularly for gender-political reasons.
(First female U.S. District Attorney in
North Dakota. etc.)
If she's picked. though, former
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House minority leader Rep . John
Schneider of Fargo will have to wonder what good it does to have friends
in high places. Last April. Schneider
played the good soldier. agreeing not
to seek Rep. Byron Dorgan's House
seat after then-Insurance Commissioner Earl Pomeroy changed his
mind about the Peace Corps. It's reasonable to assume the Democratic
delegation. i.e. Sen. Kent Conrad and
Dorgan. said they would reward
Schneider down the line for not raising a fuss.

An ex-North Dakotan
profits at NBC's expense
On the rich and powerful front : NBC
Dateline's monumental foul-up with
the GM pickup story has done wonders for former North Dakotan Harry
Pearce . A Bismarck native. former
c ity commissioner and law partner in
Pearce and Durick law practice.
Pearce a much as brought Dateline
to justice.
Now. a an executive vice president
and general counsel for GM , Pear e
is at the top of his profession. and Republicans would love to have him return to North Dakota for a high-level
campaign .
Incidently. Pearce and soon-to-be
ex-federal prosecutor Steve Easton
are friends. Easton worked for Pearce
and Durick before being named U.S.
district attorney.

Slick maneuvering
on city, county aid
A minor spat erupted on the House
floor the week before cross-over. when
minority leader Rep . Bill Ohan, 0 -Bismarck. asked an opportunity to reconsider the vote on amendments to several bills. As is practi e. th
amendments were included in a general u pension of the rules and were
all approved on a voice vote.
However. they weren't at the speaker's desk. and Oban protested that
some representatives might not have
known what they were voting on. The
majority leader, Rep. Bob Martinson,
R-Bismarck, responded that the time
had already passed fo r the objection,
and the orderly business of the House
precluded the recon sideration.
The fact is, one of the b ills Oban

wanted to vote on . epa rat ly wa
HB1010. the appropriation for the
state aid di tribution fund . The
amendments enacted the transfer to
the general fund . reflecting the
wishes of Gov. Ed Schafe r but over
opposition from cities and counties.
Martinson's maneuver let the amendments pass without a roll call vote,
which would have put the GOP House
members on record on a potentially
powerful campaign issue.
But in the rush to push the amendments through. the Republicans
slipped up. They had intended to
move $500.000 to provide the state
match for the senior citizen mill levy.
cutting the aid to cities and counties
by that much. Instead, the half-million was simply added to the bill.

Spaeth moves on
Former attorney general and wouldbe governor Nicholas Spaeth has
landed a job in Minneapolis with one
of that city's most prestigious law
firms. Dorsey and Whitney.
It's been rumored that Spaeth eventually will move back to North Dakota
to head a new Dorsey and Whitney
branch office in Fargo. but that could
not be confirm d last week. because
Spaeth was in Washington and not
available for comment.

Out of the loop
Gov. Ed Schafer learned about the
Grand Forks and Minot Air Force
bases having escaped the base closure list from the media, not the congressional dele!$ation .
The governor s office had checked
in earlier that Monday asking what
was up. and heard that probably nothing was.
So the governor understandably
was miffed about not being informed
about what the delegation knew.
On the other hand . it's also understandable that the D.C. Democrats
might be a little leery of Schafer's involvement in the ba e issue. The governor caused a minor panic earlier
when. in a KFGO radio int rview. h
said that Grand Forks was definitely
on the closure list. The reality was
that Grand Forks could very well have
been targeted for closure. but the day
he said that, the formal list was not
finished.
On the other, other hand , the talk
show host dropped the ball by not following up with informed questions
designed to elicit some details and
context.
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Stroup requires his
employees to sign
confidentiality pact
Chuck Stroup, the Hazen banker
recently appointed director of the Department of Economic Development
and Finance. already is making his
presence known.
He is drawing up a confidentiality
agreement he wants department employees to sign. Businesses have complained that their questions about
possible funding have been leaked,
winding up in th e press or the rumor
mill. Gov. Ed Schafer mentioned the
problem during the campaign.
"It's the banker in me. thinking that
having someone's John Hanco~k on
something makes a difference,
Stroup says.
Stroup smartly prevents an editorial backlash about open records by
specifically citing North Dakota's
open records law. The draft statement
notes that the Century Code provides
for confidentiality of trade secrets and
commercial and financial information.
"(I) agree to hold information relating to the financial affairs of a person.
business, or industry in strict confidence," the statement reads. "I agree
only to discuss such inform ation in
accordance with North Dakota law.
and only with those in the Department who have a need to know. I
agree not to discuss the information
with anyone else, either outside or inside the Department."
"Finally, I agree that violations of
this Statement of Confidentiality is a
violation of the Department's trust in
me and may result In disciplinary action up to and including termination

[

Business beat

of employment:· it concludes.
Stroup appears to place great emphasis on trust and personal character. At the February meeting of the Future Fund board in Minot. he said the
development program. like banks.
needs to take character into account
when deciding to fund projects. First
reactions count. he said. and if staff
feel uncomfortable with someone.
then that person probably will be
hard to work with if a project runs
into difficulties. (Of course. doing
background investigations continues
as financial "due diligence.")
Meanwhile. the fund's board is also
looking at expediting- "fast
tracking" - projects that need to proceed quickly. One idea that gained
general support would be dividing up
the 40 percent of the fund allocated to
urban projects. The four largest cities
would get their quarter share each.
letting them know how much money
there was to work with.
The board's biggest concern appears to be running out of money before the 1993-95 biennium is completed, just as happened this
biennium. Wally Beyer, Velva, talked
about finding some way to ''leverage"
the state money more effectively. and
some wondered whether the
$300.000 limit on financing should
be lowered to $250.000.

Future Fund does its first audit
For the first time, the state's Future
Fund is aud iting a company to make
sure its money is being managed
prudently.
The audit is of Safe Corp .. a Boulder, Colo., company that wants to
move some of its safe manufacturing
operation to Esmond. potentially taking over the closed school bui lding.
Th e fund's acting CEO, Carla
Smith, visted the Colorado headquarters in February, and is not worried
th at the company might be a fly-bynigh t operation. Rather, its financ ing
package just makes it difficult to complete the move; one piece of money depends on another being available,
which depends on another, etc.

Board member Orlin Backes, a
Minot lawyer, cited the company as
an example of problems arising from
an over-reliance on government financing. Along with a $300,000 loan
from the Future Fund. the company's
funding also includes $500,000 from
the federal community development
loan program. All too much for a $2
m illion project, he said.
It's inevitable that some statefinanced company will collapse,
sooner or later. and scandal is also a
possibility. At that point, the questions will come fast and furious , and
one might be, why wasn't an audit
done. So regard this audit as preventive maintenance.

[
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F ortn i~htly upda te

The North Dakota Stockmen·s Association wants to take over brand registration in North Dakota. but the state
Department of Agriculture is resisting
the move. saying that the activity is a
money-maker for the state. . . . Ashley
businessman and longtime Republican Party activist Max Wishek died.
He was 91. . . . Boyd Christenson,
Fargo. host ofWDAY-AM radio's Viewpoint talk program resigned in a dispute with the station's management. . .. Shane Anderson,
Hamilton city auditor. was charged
with misapplication ofSl0,000 in city
funds . ... Municipal Services Corporation is likely to get the permit it has
been seeking to dispose of the waste
ash from garbage incinerators at its
landfill near Sawyer. Gov. Ed Schafer
said the company has complied with
all required provisions .. . . The Devils Lake Sioux Tribe and the Turtle
Mountain Band of Chippewa both are
moving ahead with ambitious plans
to construct casino-resort complexes.
The Chippewa tribe plans to build in
the Turtle Mountains on the site of
San Haven. formerly a tuberculosis
sanatorium and more recently a residence for the severely mentally retarded . The Sioux tribe plans to build
on the shores of Devils Lake. . .. Feb.
13 marked the 10-year anniversary of
the Gordon Kahl shootout near Medina. Federal marshals Kenneth
Muir and Robert Cheshire were
killed during the gunfight. .. . In
1992. North Dakota recorded the lowest oil rig count since 1974. The average count last year was 12 .... The
special election for U.S. Senate last
December cost county taxpayers a total of$393.987 ... . U.S. Rep. Earl
Pomeroy was named to two committees that relate to Hillary Clinton's
efforts to forge a national health care
plan ... . Edmore Police Chief Larry
Wobbema p leaded guilty to charges of
gross sexual imposition. He was
charged with having sexual contact
with a teen-age girl. ... Petitions were
submitted to recall the business
council of the Three Affi liated Tribes
but. for the third time in two years,
the tribe's secretary refused to accept
them. The tribal council is under fire
for approving huge salary bonuses for
themselves and for Tribal Chairman
Wilbur Wilkinson. . . . Grand Forks
County sheriffs deputies are puzzled
about the disappearance of Elda
Smith, a mysterious woman who
came from Anchorage. Alaska, paid
cash for a new car in Montana. drove
it to Grand Forks. left a cat with litter
and food in the car and flew to Tokyo.
That was a year ago. She hasn't been
seen since. The cat was rescued a few
days after the woman left, but the car
still sits at the airport.

